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VARIABLES
Sinusoidal Wave
Amplitude: 2, 4 𝜇m 
Frequency: 210, 220 kHz

MESH Dimensions and crystal location mimic experimental samples. 
Small element size in and around the crystal gradually becoming 
coarser at the edges of the polymer block, reduces computational time.

Boundary Conditions
Top and Left: Free Right: Symmetric (mimicked in image)
Bottom: Fixed, sinusoidal loading as indicated in image

SOFTWARE TOOLS
MOOSE: Multiphysics Object-Oriented Simulation Environment.
Open-source C++ software with extensive libraries for finite-element 
modeling, developed by Idaho National Laboratories.

Paraview: Open-source visualization software used for post-processing.
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MOTIVATION Make polymer-bonded explosives (PBX) safe. In order to develop 
safe handling procedures, we must fully understand mechanisms and defects that 
affect detonation.

BACKGROUND Vibration of PBX can turn kinetic energy into thermal energy via 
many mechanisms, including frictional rubbing of crack surfaces and stress 
concentration at crack tips (Renshaw 2011). This thermal energy can localize and 
produce hotspots, areas of high thermal and chemical activity which can initiate 
detonation (Fields 1992).

PHASE-FIELD MODEL OF FRACTURE Framework for solving 
fracture mechanic partial differential equations (Miehe 2010).

Important parameters
• c: damage variable
• h: element size
• 𝑙0: crack width
• 𝑔𝑐 : energy release rate
• 𝜂 : viscosity (damage rate)

DYNAMIC FRACTURE Cracks preferred to grow along the interface, 
where critical stress values are lower. Crack growth was 
discontinuous, starting and stopping under oscillating strain rates. 
Highest temperature spiked at crack tips. Horizontal cracks [orange
and pink] had highest increase in temperature.

DAMAGE ORIENTATION AND LOCATION
Orientation was critical for energy buildup. Horizontal damage 
collected more energy over time. This led to a higher temperature 
increase under compression, and greater crack tip velocity under 
tension.

Location was critical for dissipation of that energy. Energy 
dissipated more quickly along the interface, leading to sudden 
crack growth. Within the crystal, lower dissipation rates led to 
greater buildup of energy over time, increasing crack tip velocity 
when tension caused crack growth.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT The effects of dynamic fracture and friction in PBX are not well understood.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE: Study how pre-existing damage and vibration affect dynamic fracture and 
heating mechanisms in a single polymer-bound crystal.

• Where does vibration cause significant frictional heating?
• Where and how do cracks tend to propagate under vibration?
• Can we accurately predict temperature change? 

PBX example: HMX crystals and binder a
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Initial Damage
Location: in crystal or along interface
Orientation: horizontal or vertical

c, 𝑙0, and h define damage area

Dimensions, Damage, and Elements of Mesh

VIBRATIONAL AMPLITUDE AND FREQUENCY Amplitude and frequency affect the rate at which
energy is absorbed. Higher values increase the rate of fracture and concentration of thermal energy.

Amplitude Increasing amplitude decreased the time it took for stress to build sufficiently to cause 
dynamic fracture, and damage grew sooner. Higher amplitudes also increased the acceleration of 
crack tip growth.

Frequency Primarily affected temperature. In this model, friction between crack surfaces caused 
temperature spikes. High frequencies led to greater relative velocities between surfaces, and higher 
temperatures.

Crack Rankings

CONCLUSION
Where does vibration cause significant frictional heating?
• Along interface, dependent on damage orientation
Where and how do cracks tend to propagate under vibration?
• Along interface, and perpendicular to loading.
Can we accurately predict temperature change?
• Further research is needed, to incorporate other mechanisms of 

heat generation and validate constants.
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NANOHUB TOOL (IN DEVELOPMENT)
Allows users to learn about dynamic fracture in a simple crystal.

Inputs
Loading: Amplitude, frequency, loading cycles
Material Properties: Young’s Modulus, density, energy release rate, 
and Poisson Ratio
Simulation: size of model, crack length, 𝑙0/h ratio, viscosity

Outputs
• Contour plots and videos
• Stress-strain plots


